At Cool Kids Campaign, we create smiles for kids with cancer and their families.

Our Cool Kids Smile Celebration program recognizes that milestones such as birthdays and end-of-treatment should be celebrated. Each Smile Celebration is customized for our Cool Kid, their family, and friends.

Join us in creating smiles for Cool Kids by becoming a Smile Celebration Sponsor!

All sponsors receive recognition in our weekly and monthly e-newsletters, on all of our social media, and on a certificate honoring your contribution during the event.

Your support brings smiles to our Cool Kids and their families.

LIFE OF THE PARTY—$1,500
Create endless smiles and sponsor the entire Smile Celebration including decorations, food, activities and crafts for a Cool Kid and 50 of their family and friends.

DECORATIONS—$300
Brighten the Smile Celebration by sponsoring the decorations and party supplies.

ENTERTAINMENT—$300
Add excitement to the Smile Celebration with entertainment such as Face Painting, Photo Booth, Karaoke, and more.

FOOD—$300
Sponsor the delicious food and drinks for the Smile Celebration.

ARTS & CRAFTS—$200
Bring fun to the Smile Celebration by sponsoring the arts and crafts activities during the celebration.

WISH—Priceless
Grant our Cool Kid’s Smile Celebration Wish.

8422 Bellona Lane, Suite 102 | Towson, MD 21204
Contact Janet-janet@coolkidscampaign.org or (410) 560-1770.